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Now that Gemma holds the key to breaking the 
siren curse, the stakes have never been higher. At 
last, a future with those she loves - and a romance 
with Alex - is close enough to touch... but not if 
Penn has anything to say about it. Penn is more 
determined than ever to have Daniel for her own 
and to destroy Gemma and Harper along the way, 
and Penn always gets what she wants. Now a final 
explosive battle is about to begin, and the winner 
will take everything Gemma holds dear.

Elegy: Watersong 4
Hocking, Amanda

Macmillan  •  P/B (B)  •  Children's: General Fiction

$19.999781447205753

Citrine Capodel - heiress to a corrupt empire and 
framed for a murder she did not commit; Folly 
Harpelaine - a merciless destroyer of Lurids who 
dabbles in the dark arts; Jonah Scrimshander - a 
deadly harpoonist who has already cheated death, 
and Vincent Verdigris - light-fingered and even 
lighter on his feet... the Phenomenals are back!

A Game of Ghouls: The Phenomenals 2
Higgins, F. E.

Macmillan  •  P/B (B)  •  Children's: General Fiction

$19.999780330507561

'The Mortal Instruments Companion' takes fans 
deeper into the world of the Shadowhunters created 
by Cassandra Clare - a gritty urban fantasy world 
full of demon hunters into which Clary Fray, 
previously unaware of the magical world, is 
suddenly and inexplicably pulled. Includes 
fascinating background facts about the action in all 
five books, a revealing biography of the author, and 
amazing insights into the major themes of the 
series. This book is not authorized by Cassandra 
Clare or anyone involved in the 'City of Bones' 
movie.

Mortal Instruments Companion, The
Gresh, Lois H.

Macmillan  •  P/B (B)  •  Children's: General Fiction

$19.999781447245773

It's 1924. Leaving their beloved Beech Grove Manor 
to go to London for the season, Poppy and Daisy 
Derrington know that they must shine as 
debutantes. As the search continues for a male heir 
to inherit their magnificent crumbling house, the 
sisters have to marry well or face being left 
penniless. But it's not money or marriage that 
interests them - it's music, cinema, literature, 
fashion, parties, love - everything that is shiny and 
new.

Debutantes: In Love
Harrison, Cora

Macmillan  •  P/B (B)  •  Children's: General Fiction

$19.999781447205951

When Liam's family moves into a creepy old house 
in a strange new town, he immediately feels like 
something is wrong. It's as if the house is trying to 
tell him something, and whatever it is it's something 
really bad. Dad thinks Liam's just missing his dead 
mother, but when Liam and his sister summon a 
terrifying spirit through the bathroom mirror, the 
battle with the house becomes a life-or-death 
situation. Can the kids persuade Dad to listen to 
them before it's too late?

Home Sweet Horror: Scary Tales 1
Preller, James

Macmillan  •  P/B (B)  •  Children's: General Fiction

$12.999781447246831

Enter the world of Samantha Carver, an ordinary kid 
who loves amusement parks, the smell of popcorn 
and the joyful terror of a heart-pounding ride. Sam's 
got a ticket in her pocket for a very special ride. 
Soon Sam, along with a boy named Andy, will be 
screaming for their lives. Scary Tales are books 
packed with spine-tingling illustrations and stories 
that will chill your blood. Come on in... if you dare.

I Scream, You Scream: Scary Tales 2
Preller, James

Macmillan  •  P/B (B)  •  Children's: General Fiction

$12.999781447246879



Little Mouse is back - with a whole host of terrifying 
beasts! Little Mouse has found a new book, and this 
time it's full of scary creatures. Undaunted, he 
bravely sets about removing or altering all the 
scariest bits: cosy mittens to cover the lion's claws, 
ruby lips to replace the shark's teeth - and he even 
pole vaults out of the way of the bear! Full of flaps, 
jokes and Emily Gravett's trademark wit, with a 
brilliantly satisfying ending, this is a worthy 
successor to 'Little Mouse's Big Book of Fears'.

Little Mouse's Big Book of Beasts
Gravett, Emily

Macmillan  •  H/B  •  Picture Storybooks

$29.999780230745384

Does the nightmare end when your wishes come 
true? Becoming a werewolf pack's Alpha-by-proxy 
might be someone's dream, but it wasn't on Hedi's 
list of life goals. And it's just not working out. Small 
hints being Creemore's wolves wanting her blood, 
or North America's Council of Weres wanting her 
dead. Then Hedi's deepest wishes are granted. 
Robson Trowbridge returns from Merenwyn - and 
her true love isn't alone. He's found her long-
missing twin brother, Lexi.

Thing About Wolves, The
Evans, Leigh

Tor UK  •  P/B (B)  •  Children's: General Fiction

$19.999781447232544

For years, Elissa has suffered nightmarish visions 
and unexplained bruises. Finally, she's promised a 
cure, and an operation is scheduled. But on the eve 
of the procedure, Elissa discovers the truth: she's 
seeing the world through another girl's eyes. A world 
filled with wires, machines and pain. Elissa follows 
her visions, only to find a battered, broken girl. A girl 
who looks exactly like her. A twin she never knew 
existed.

Linked
Howson, Imogen

Quercus  •  P/B (B)  •  Children's: General Fiction

$19.999781782061854

Everett Singh has escaped from his enemies with 
the Infundibulum - the key to all the parallel worlds. 
But his freedom has come at a price: the loss of his 
father to one of the billions of parallel universes in 
the Panopoly. E1 was the first Earth to create the 
Heisenberg Gate, the means to jump between 
worlds, but it was quarantined long ago. No one 
goes in... and nothing comes out. But E1 has 
something that Everett needs: the means to find his 
father.

Be My Enemy
McDonald, Ian

Jo Fletcher Books  •  P/B (B)  •  Children's: Science Fiction

$19.999781780876801

Never stray far from the path is the rule every child 
in the Urwald Forest follows. Every child, that is, 
except a boy named Jinx. Jinx is an apprentice to 
Simon, a wizard who is just a little bit evil. When 
one of Simon's spells robs Jinx of his ability to see 
other people's thoughts, he decides to head off into 
the forest to try recover his magic. Jinx's mission 
brings him face to face with a very evil, soul-sucking 
wizard, the terrible Bonemaster.

Jinx: The Wizard's Apprentice
Blackwood, Sage

Quercus  •  P/B (B)  •  Children's: General Fiction

$19.999781780872476

Two Books in One: 'Born at Midnight' and 'Awake at 
Dawn'. One night Kylie Galen finds herself at the 
wrong party, with the wrong people, and it changes 
her life forever. Her mother ships her off to Shadow 
Falls - a camp for troubled teens, but it soon 
becomes clear that the kids at Shadow Falls are far 
from ordinary. They're supernatural - learning to 
harness their powers, control their magic and live in 
the normal world. Kylie's never felt normal, but 
surely she doesn't belong here with a bunch of 
paranormal freaks either.

Shadow Falls: The Beginning
Hunter, C. C.

Griffin  •  P/B (B)  •  Children's: General Fiction

$19.999781250036827

This chicken is running out of cluck! The new 
animal-crackers standalone by star tween author 
Anna Wilson. Titch the chicken joins Wilf's family by 
mistake. Wilf's mum is always absent-mindedly 
ordering things on the Internet, and when Titch turns 
up instead of the easy-cook chicken breasts she 
thought she'd ordered, it is a BIG surprise for the 
whole family. Animal-loving Wilf is allowed to keep 
Titch as a pet - and she swiftly becomes his 
favourite. The other pets get jealous and plot to 
evict poor Titch from the household.

I’m a Chicken, Get Me Out of Here!
Wilson, Anna

Macmillan  •  P/B (B)  •  Children's: General Fiction

$19.999781447236634

To make some extra money for Feral Zoo, Sammy, 
Red and Donny decide to promote their 
cryptozoology business - investigating animals that 
don't exist. What could possibly go wrong? 
Everything! Hired to check out sightings of a ghost 
dog, the friends uncover the terrifying legend of the 
Hell Hound. Anyone who is seen by this terrible 
beast is struck with a death curse. So when 
Sammy's best friend Mark runs into the deadly dog, 
Sammy knows he doesn't have long to figure out 
how to save him!

Sammy Feral's Diaries of Weird: Hell Hound Curse
Hawken, Eleanor

Quercus  •  P/B (B)  •  Children's: General Fiction

$17.999781782061915



The world already knows Meg and Charles Wallace 
Murry, Calvin O'Keefe, and the three Mrs - Who, 
Whatsit, and Which - the memorable and wonderful 
characters who fight off a dark force and save our 
universe in the Newbery award-winning classic 'A 
Wrinkle in Time'. But in 50 years of publication, the 
book has never been illustrated. Now, Hope Larson 
takes the classic story to a new level with her vividly 
imagined interpretations of tessering and favorite 
characters like the Happy Medium and Aunt Beast.

Wrinkle in Time, A
L'Engle, Madeleine

Farrar Straus  •  H/B  •  Children's: Graphic Novels and Comics

$29.999780374386153

Illustrator: Stead, Erin

In this quiet and beautiful picture book by Julie 
Fogliano and Erin E. Stead, the team that created 
the Boston Globe-Horn Book Honor book 'And Then 
It's Spring', a boy learns exactly what it takes to 
catch a glimpse of an elusive whale.

If You Want to See a Whale
Fogliano, Julie

St Martin's Press  •  H/B  •  Picture Storybooks

$24.999781596437319

Illustrator: Scheffler, Axel

The complete story and original illustrations of the 
bestselling 'Room on the Broom' by Julia Donaldson 
and Axel Scheffler have been specially re-designed 
into an early reader format. Created with expert 
advice from a literacy consultant, this new version is 
intended to help and encourage children who are 
growing in reading confidence. Join a witch, her cat, 
a dog, a frog and a bird on a bumpy broomstick ride.

Let's Read! Room on the Broom
Donaldson, Julia

Macmillan  •  P/B  •  Children's: General Fiction

$9.999781447235262

Illustrator: Monks, Lydia

The complete story and original illustrations of the 
bestselling 'What The Ladybird Heard' by Julia 
Donaldson and Lydia Monks have been specially re-
designed into an early reader format. Created with 
expert advice from a literacy consultant, this new 
version is intended to help and encourage children 
who are growing in reading confidence. The 
farmyard is a very noisy place.

Let's Read! What the Ladybird Heard
Donaldson, Julia

Macmillan  •  P/B  •  Children's: General Fiction

$9.999781447235286

Illustrator: Field, Jim

The complete story and original illustrations of 'Cats 
Ahoy!' by Peter Bently and Jim Field have been 
specially re-designed into an early reader format. 
Created with expert advice from a literacy 
consultant, this new version is intended to help and 
encourage children who are growing in reading 
confidence.

Let's Read! Cats Ahoy!
Bently, Peter

Macmillan  •  P/B  •  Children's: General Fiction

$9.999781447235279

The complete story and original illustrations of 'The 
Emperor of Absurdia' by Chris Riddell have been 
specially re-designed into an early reader format. 
Created with expert advice from a literacy 
consultant, this new version is intended to help and 
encourage children who are growing in reading 
confidence. Welcome to Absurdia: a strange and 
wonderful land where nothing is quite what it seems.

Let's Read! Emperor of Absurdia, The
Riddell, Chris

Macmillan  •  P/B  •  Children's: General Fiction

$9.999781447235354

Illustrator: Bernatene, Poly

The complete story and original illustrations of 'The 
Princess and the Pig' by Jonathan Emmett and Poly 
Bernatene have been specially re-designed into an 
early reader format. Created with expert advice from 
a literacy consultant, this new version is intended to 
help and encourage children who are growing in 
reading confidence.

Let's Read! Princess and the Pig, The
Emmett, Jonathan

Macmillan  •  P/B  •  Children's: General Fiction

$9.999781447235330

Illustrator: Leake, Kate

The complete story and original illustrations of 
'Football Fever' by Alan Durant and Kate Leake 
have been specially re-designed into an early 
reader format. Created with expert advice from a 
literacy consultant, this new version is intended to 
help and encourage children who are growing in 
reading confidence. William eats, talks and dreams 
football, and he's driving his sister crazy!

Let's Read! Football Fever
Durant, Alan

Macmillan  •  P/B  •  Children's: General Fiction

$9.999781447235347



Illustrator: Scheffler, Axel

The complete story and original illustrations from 
Julia Donaldson and Axel Scheffler's bestselling 
picture book,'The Gruffalo', have been specially 
designed into an early reader format. Created with 
expert advice from a literacy consultant, this new 
version is intended to help and encourage children 
who are growing in reading confidence.

Let's Read! The Gruffalo
Donaldson, Julia

Macmillan  •  H/B  •  Children's: General Fiction

$12.999780230771840

Illustrator: Field, Jim

When there's a panic at the palace, which witch will 
come to the rescue? Twin sisters Witch Rose and 
Witch Rita are relaxing at home when the king 
arrives at Rita's front door looking terribly worried. 
The princess is refusing to smile! Will Witch Rita be 
able to solve the problem by conjuring up exquisite 
tiaras, fabulous frocks and boxes of chocs?

Rich Witch, Poor Witch
Bently, Peter

Macmillan  •  P/B  •  Picture Storybooks

$19.999781447220183

Illustrator: Bateson, Maggie

A complete pop-up fairy tree! Welcome to the Fairy 
Forest! Join the graceful Ballet Fairies as they 
prepare for another dazzling stage performance. 
There's the Fairy Foot Parlour to visit, the Ballet 
Boutique and Miss Plié's Hair Parlour. And don't 
forget to dress the stage! A beautiful 3D pop-up tree 
with moveable pieces, press-out fairies and 
decorations, fun fairy facts and a novelty pocket.

Treetop Fairies: Fairy Pop-Up Ballet Tree
Comfort, Louise

Macmillan  •  H/B  •  Pop-up and Lift-the-Flap Books

$24.999780230760301

Da Mouseland millions, dem missing! It's a job for 
da Easy Crew! 

The Easy Crew have received a call from the 
President. A geek-a-mouse has hacked into the 
Mouseland bank and stolen all the money! Just how 
will the President pay for the treats he's promised 
the baby orphans now? Luckily Rastamouse has a 
plan, and it doesn't look like the gadget-loving 
Mister Flash is going to stay at large for long. A 
riddim-rockin' brand new picture book, featuring 
everyone's favourite reggae-playing mouse!

Rastamouse and the Micespace Mystery
Webster, Genevieve and De Souza, Michael

Macmillan  •  P/B  •  Picture Storybooks

$14.999781447217657

Shiny foiled board books with large fold-out flaps! 
I'm a busy train, chug, chug, chugging on my way, 
picking up my carriages and working hard all day! 
Join a train, a truck and a speedy car as they go 
about their busy days - then lift the fun, scene-
changing flap to find out what they do next! With 
shiny foiled covers, colourful artwork and large flaps 
that are easy for small hands to lift, these delightfully 
chunky board books are perfect for reading over 
and over again.

Peekabooks: Around Town
Bolam, Emily

Campbell Books  •  Board  •  Baby Books

$12.999780230767157

Shiny foiled board books with large fold-out flaps! 
I'm a yellow digger and I dig down deep, then I pile 
up the earth in a great big heap. Join a digger, a 
tipper truck and a giant crane as they go about their 
busy days - then lift the fun, scene-changing flap to 
find out what they do next! With shiny foiled covers, 
colourful artwork and large flaps that are easy for 
small hands to lift, these delightfully chunky board 
books are perfect for reading over and over again.

Peekabooks: Building Site
Bolam, Emily

Campbell Books  •  Board  •  Baby Books

$12.999780230767164

Push, pull, POP! Follow Little Chick as he hatches 
out of his egg, takes his first, wobbly, steps... and 
even has a little accident. Oops! Sweet and funny, 
'Oops! Little Chick'! is stuffed full of brilliant 
interactive pull tabs and pops. Guaranteed to delight 
small children everywhere!

Oops! Little Chick
Lodge, Jo

Campbell Books  •  H/B  •  Picture Storybooks

$17.999780230767034

Push, pull, POP! Meet the tiny T-Rex with a big 
appetite! But will he ever catch his dragonfly lunch? 
Sweet and funny, 'Stomp! Little Dinosaur' is stuffed 
full of brilliant interactive pull tabs and pops. 
Guaranteed to delight small children everywhere!

Stomp! Little Dinosaur
Lodge, Jo

Campbell Books  •  H/B  •  Picture Storybooks

$17.999780230767041



Join in the noisy fun on the farm with Cow and 
friends. What noise do cows make? Baa? Cluck? 
Neigh? No! Everyone knows that cows go... MOO! 
Babies and toddlers will love this beautifully soft, 
shaped cloth book with strokable felt ears. Read the 
story, then use the book as a puppet to bring the 
farmyard to life. Comes packaged in a high quality 
bag - an ideal gift!

Cuddly Cloth Puppets: Cows Go Moo!
Bennett, Zoe

Campbell Books  •  Cloth  •  Baby Books

$12.999780230767003

A soft and cuddly cloth puppet! Cuddle up at 
bedtime with Sleepy Sheep! It's getting late on the 
farm and it's time Sheep was asleep - help him 
snuggle down, close his eyes and say goodnight to 
all his friends. Babies and toddlers will love this 
beautifully soft, shaped cloth book with strokable felt 
ears. Read the story, then use the book as a puppet 
to bring the farmyard to life. Comes packaged in a 
high quality bag - an ideal gift!

Cuddly Cloth Puppets: Sleepy Sheep!
Bennett, Zoe

Campbell Books  •  Cloth  •  Baby Books

$12.999780230767010

• A perfectly pink range of sticker activity books for 
little princesses aged four and over, with six 
imaginative titles to collect

• Each book features a combination of doodling, 
drawing and activities, such as a cupcake recipe to 
bake or designing a fashion inspiration board

• Includes stickers to use on the book pages, as well 
as a sheet of premium, sparkly stickers, which can 
be viewed through the die-cut on the front cover

Cupcake Shop
Little Princess World Sticker Activity Books

Priddy Books  •  P/B  •  Colouring and Activity Books

$4.999781849158589

• A perfectly pink range of sticker activity books for 
little princesses aged four and over, with six 
imaginative titles to collect

• Each book features a combination of doodling, 
drawing and activities, such as a cupcake recipe to 
bake or designing a fashion inspiration board

• Includes stickers to use on the book pages, as well 
as a sheet of premium, sparkly stickers, which can 
be viewed through the die-cut on the front cover

Fashion Designer
Little Princess World Sticker Activity Books

Priddy Books  •  P/B  •  Colouring and Activity Books

$4.999781849158596

• A perfectly pink range of sticker activity books for 
little princesses aged four and over, with six 
imaginative titles to collect

• Each book features a combination of doodling, 
drawing and activities, such as a cupcake recipe to 
bake or designing a fashion inspiration board

• Includes stickers to use on the book pages, as well 
as a sheet of premium, sparkly stickers, which can 
be viewed through the die-cut on the front cover

Animal Rescue
Little Princess World Sticker Activity Books

Priddy Books  •  P/B  •  Colouring and Activity Books

$4.999781849158602

• A perfectly pink range of sticker activity books for 
little princesses aged four and over, with six 
imaginative titles to collect

• Each book features a combination of doodling, 
drawing and activities, such as a cupcake recipe to 
bake or designing a fashion inspiration board

• Includes stickers to use on the book pages, as well 
as a sheet of premium, sparkly stickers, which can 
be viewed through the die-cut on the front cover

Party Planner
Little Princess World Sticker Activity Books

Priddy Books  •  P/B  •  Colouring and Activity Books

$4.999781849158619

• A perfectly pink range of sticker activity books for 
little princesses aged four and over, with six 
imaginative titles to collect

• Each book features a combination of doodling, 
drawing and activities, such as a cupcake recipe to 
bake or designing a fashion inspiration board

• Includes stickers to use on the book pages, as well 
as a sheet of premium, sparkly stickers, which can 
be viewed through the die-cut on the front cover

Superstar Popstar
Little Princess World Sticker Activity Books

Priddy Books  •  P/B  •  Colouring and Activity Books

$4.999781849158626

• A perfectly pink range of sticker activity books for 
little princesses aged four and over, with six 
imaginative titles to collect

• Each book features a combination of doodling, 
drawing and activities, such as a cupcake recipe to 
bake or designing a fashion inspiration board

• Includes stickers to use on the book pages, as well 
as a sheet of premium, sparkly stickers, which can 
be viewed through the die-cut on the front cover

Pretty Ballerina
Little Princess World Sticker Activity Books

Priddy Books  •  P/B  •  Colouring and Activity Books

$4.999781849158633



A collection of classic nursery rhymes that children 
will love today, just as generations of children have 
done before.

• Ideal for preschool kids

• Beautiful illustrations

• Touch and feel textures and fabrics

• Sing-a-long CD featuring all of the rhymes in the 
book

Nursery Rhymes (2nd Edn)
My Bedtime Favourite Book

Priddy Books  •  Board  •  Picture Storybooks

$19.999781843323969

A wonderful first book that brings the alphabet to life 
with beautiful photographic illustrations.

• Fantastic first book for babies

• Pictures with familiar things that babies will 
recognise

• Rhyming text that is fun to read and listen to

• Touch and feel, including the bear's nose!

Baby ABC
Very First Book

Priddy Books  •  Board  •  Baby Books

$19.999781843324430

• Practical workbooks for children preparing to start 
school and begin Year One

• Simple, effective exercises to complete which help 
young learners master the key skills they will need 
for each of these crucial school stages

• Pages are wipe clean, so that all the activities can 
be wiped away and repeated, reinforcing learning

• Concealed wirobinding allows the pages to lie flat 
when opened

Starting School
Wipe Clean Workbooks

Priddy Books  •  P/B  •  (Picture, Activity and Early Learning Books)

$12.999781849158640

• Practical workbooks for children preparing to start 
school and begin Year One

• Simple, effective exercises to complete which help 
young learners master the key skills they will need 
for each of these crucial school stages

• Pages are wipe clean, so that all the activities can 
be wiped away and repeated, reinforcing learning

• Concealed wirobinding allows the pages to lie flat 
when opened

Let's Get Ready for Year One
Wipe Clean Workbooks

Priddy Books  •  P/B  •  (Picture, Activity and Early Learning Books)

$12.999781849158657

• From waking up, to favourite lessons, to the bus 
ride home, this big book looks at all the normal daily 
events which children come across, seen through 
the eyes of the Schoolies

• Packed with fun activities, with busy pages full of 
things to seek, find and do

• Includes a play clock with moveable hands so that 
young readers can turn the hands to the right time 
as the Schoolies enjoy their day

My School Day
Schoolies

Priddy Books  •  H/B  •  Colouring and Activity Books

$12.999781849158534

The Schoolies introduce multiple key first concepts 
in this set of 26 double-sided, wipe-clean flash cards

• Colourful cards help children learn numbers, 
letters, colours and shapes, and also develop fine 
motor skills

• Cards wipe clean so they can be used over and 
over again to reinforce learning

• Packaged in a sturdy, flip-top storage box with a 
wipe-clean pen

Schoolies Activity Flash Cards
Schoolies

Priddy Books  •  Cards  •  Early Learning Concepts

$12.999781849158541

• Early learning book to help children learn first 
numbers, letters, shapes, colours and much more in 
preparation for school

• Pages wipe clean so that all of the exercises and 
activities inside can be repeated, so reinforcing 
learning

• Classic Priddy Books format - over 4 million copies 
sold to date

• Comes complete with a special wipe-clean pen

Let's Get Ready for School
Schoolies Wipe Clean

Priddy Books  •  H/B  •  Early Learning Concepts

$9.999781849158558

Mrs Meow announces that it is Friendship Week at 
Angler Primary. Schoolie Lydia Ladybird's antennae 
droop - she just feels too shy to be friendly. But by 
the end of the first day, she surprises everyone - 
and most importantly, herself! This heartwarming 
story tells how being kind, helpful and sharing, are 
the best ways to making and being friends.

Making Friends
Schoolies Storybooks

Priddy Books  •  P/B  •  Picture Storybooks

$4.999781849158565



Schoolie Spencer the owl has a fluttery feeling. It's 
his very first day at school! What will it be like? As 
he sees friendly faces on the school bus, enjoys his 
first lessons, and meets new friends during 
playtime, by the end of the day, there's only one 
thing Spencer can say: I like school! A reassuring 
story about one of the most important days in any 
child's life, seen through the eyes of the Schoolies.

My First Day at School
Schoolies Storybooks

Priddy Books  •  P/B  •  Picture Storybooks

$4.999781849158572

• Imaginative book with pages which fold out to 
create four scenes in and around the Schoolies 
School House

• Includes Schoolies characters and accessories to 
press out and play with, as well as stickers to 
personalise each scene

• Simple story beats encourage and direct creative 
play as children enjoy a day at school with the 
Schoolies

School House
Schoolies

Priddy Books  •  H/B  •  Colouring and Activity Books

$12.999781849158794


